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Wait! Isn’t Harry Potter Evil??? 
 

1. All kinds of stories contain magic in them: The Chronicles of Narnia, 
The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, Mary Poppins, The Magic 
Treehouse kids books, and even the Bible! This does not 
automatically make them or the messages therein evil. 

2. One of the reasons for the “Harry Potter is evil” hysteria is due in 
part to an article run by Lifesite News on July 27, 2005 entitled 
“Pope Benedict Opposes Harry Potter Novels”. In short, 
assumptions were made and conclusions were jumped to after then 
Cardinal Ratzinger responsed to a letter from a woman who wrote 
to him about the Harry Potter series. There has been a good deal 
written about the misleading nature of the Lifesite article which one 
can read via any of the links below: 

a. Has the Pope Condemned Harry Potter? By Dr. Jeff Mirus 
b. Pre-16 On Harry Potter By Jimmy Akin 
c. Harry Potter vs. The Pope? By Steven D. Greydanus 
d. Rita Skeeter Covers the Vatican By John Granger 

3. "To me, the religious parallels have always been obvious. But I never wanted to 
talk too openly about it because I thought it might show people who just wanted 
the story where we were going." - J.K. Rowling, 2007 

4. “I think those two particular quotations he finds on 
the tombstones… they sum up, they almost 
epitomise, the whole series." - J.K. Rowling, 2007 

a. “Where your treasure is, there will your heart 
be also." - Matthew 6:19 

b. "The last enemy that shall be destroyed is 
death." - 1 Corinthians 15:26 

5. “I believe J.K. Rowling has pulled off the biggest 
coup of our age… She has handed the world the biggest Christian tale of our 
times, disguised in a story about witches and wizards.” - Nancy Carientier Brown 
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a. Because so many of Harry Potter’s Christian themes fly under the radar 
most readers don’t recognize them.  

b. When readers fall in love with the Harry Potter story they are, in a distant 
way, also falling in love with the Christian story. 

c. Rowling delivers the Christian story under the disguise 
of a Trojan horse. 

6. “Rowling is the greatest international ‘smuggler’ in history. She 
is smuggling thousands of pages of Christian theology into the 
hearts and minds of millions of people, both young and old.” - 
Don Holmes 

7. “Readers love Harry Potter because of the spiritual meaning 
and Christian content of her books.” - John Granger 

a. The same thing can be said about The Lord of the Rings and The 
Chronicles of Narnia 

8. Humans are by nature spiritual. And in a world where morality and religion are 
being jettisoned, people will continue to search for spiritual truth, goodness, and 
beauty. The reason so many people fall in love with the Harry Potter series is 
precisely because it offers something deeper than our secular world usually 
feeds us.  

a. “Harry’s Christian content and the fact that he takes us out of our 
materialist prisons are what keep his readers coming back again and 
again.” - John Granger 

b. People long to be part of a cosmic struggle between good and evil, which 
is why Harry Potter is so popular with both 
children and adults. (John Granger) 

9. “Jesus says in Matthew 7 and Luke 6 that we judge a 
tree by its fruits: no bad tree can give good fruits, and 
vice versa. I can tell you that in four years of talking 
about the Potter novels, I’ve never once seen a credible 
account of someone led to practicing witchcraft by 
reading the Potter books or seeing the Potter films. But 
I have seen many people -- children and adults alike -- 
who have learned the value of compassion, the importance of faithful community, 
and the necessity of living out self-sacrificing love through their encounters with 
these stories.” - Greg Garrett 

10. Does Harry sometimes break the rules? Yes. Did Jesus sometimes break the 
rules? Yes as well. It’s okay to not follow unjust rules. And it’s certainly okay to 
break minor rules in order to do something really important (like save someone’s 
life). 


